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Introduction

November, 2021Micmar

Founded in 1991 in the heart of
Lusaka's central business district,
Micmar is 30 years strong in 2021.
An additional five shops and
services later, we have amassed a
reputation for selling a diversity of
quality products used in
construction, maintenance, home
improvement, cleaning, farming
and gardening. 



Retail Customers Business Customers

Businesses that engage in large projects that run-up in the
millions. They are more interested in brand values and brand
culture.  They have high power in the outcome of our
business environment and can heavily influence our
business goals.  

November, 2021Our Target Market

Clients who purchase for small projects ranging in the
thousands and hundreds of thousands. Generally apathetic
to the brand and more interested in product and service
information. A crisis can turn them into naysayers

Contractors DIY Enthusiasts Government NGO



Marketing Activities

Founded in 1991 Promotions CSR Campaigns Promotional Advertising

A reminder to clients
that Micmar is a pioneer
and authority in the
industry. We will have
this isignia on our
marketing material. We
will also showcase our
journey in the last 30
years on social media.

highlight new stock
clear out slow moving
merchandise
clear out items that will
move slower in the
next season
advertise merchandise
needed for the season

Aimed to draw traffic of
retail customers into the
shops.  Each promotion
should:

*Please check the
marketing calendar 

The social responsibility
showcases Micmar
values and engage
clientele.  There will be
two campaigns in the
next 3 months. One
aimed at our business
clients and another for
our retail customers

Sell something new
(stock, service or
branch)
Sell promotions
Inform customers
about services     

We are getting more
return on investment for
advertising radio and
social media by
removing generic
advertising. All
advertising will:

1.

2.
3.



Founded in 1991
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anticipate clients needs and fulfil them
our range of quality products at
affordable prices
our proven expertise in the industry

The 'Founded in 1991' is a campaign of
content to remind our business clients
about our commitment to quality and
service. It will serve as an encouragement
to clients to continue trusting Micmar
because of our ability to:

1.
2.

3.

Business Authority WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP??
Please send the marketing team any old photos,
video or share stories that can show progress,
growth and victory despite adversity.  



Promotions
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These promotions start on the second
Tuesday of every month and run for two
weeks in the Daily Nation newspaper. The
marketing department will receive the
product lines two weeks in advance to
start advertising on radio, Facebook and
Instagram. The 

Regular 2 Week Promotions Long Weekend Festival
These promotions coincide with Christmas, Easter,
Heroes and Independence/ Diwali. These
promotions will have huge sales to draw crowds
away from competitors. We will have printed
leaflets, social media advertising and radio
advertising as well. The stores will also be
decorated 



CSR Campaigns
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Kwela Trust is a scholarship fund that helps
gifted children pay secondary school and
university tuition fees. Micmar will have a
fundraising event on 10th December at the
Eastpark store to raise funds. The event
will have products for auction sourced
from our network and there will be a
cheque handover ceremony.

Fundraising Event with Kwela Trust K50,000 Giveaway
Starting in January, Micmar will be running a client
driven raffle. Each store will have a raffle box where
clients can write the charity of their choice on the
back of the receipt and place it in the box as a
nomination. Valid nominations are charities or
NGOs are registered, performing a recognised
public benefit and have existed for 3 years. 
The first draw and giveaway will narrow the
charities to 10. Our final draw will be on Labour day
weekend at one of our shops. Alternatively we can
arrange to do the draw on Radio Phoenix



Brand Guidelines
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To create a brand that is easier to
execute in design and on print.
Marketing will be releasing the new
approved guidelines. This will include
templates for some marketing material:
profile, catalogues, greeting cards,
business cards and Powerpoint
presentations. This will create a
consistent brand image and increase
our visibility. 



Relationships
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High value customers
Suppliers

We want to improve our relationships
with the following groups:

1.
2.

We will be sending them greeting cards
and gifts on major public holidays.
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